AMSEP
England

A guide to AMSA England’s exchange programme.
We are AMSEP England, part of AMSA UK.

Participating Universities

- King's College London
- Imperial College London
- University College London
- Queen Mary University of London

Social Media

@UKAMSA
@amsea.England
HISTORY
of AMSEP Hostings

2016 - 2017  TAIWAN

2017 - 2018  THAILAND

2018 - 2019  JAPAN

2019 - 2020  INDONESIA
GENERAL ASPECTS

01 All AMSEP take place in London
02 London is a multicultural hub
03 We provide a wide array of activities that will surely excite the delegates

Academically, we provide:

01 A hands-on dissection workshop alongside UK professors and medical students
02 A lecture from a senior professor
03 Clinical communication, OSCE workshops hosted by AMSA UK’s academic team
04 A tour of UK’s top hospitals
Social & Cultural events include:

01. Cultural night with AMSA UK members

02. Tour of London (London Bridge, Tower of London, Big Ben, Buckingham Palace and much more)

03. Taking delegates to experience culturally authentic British cuisine (i.e. Borough Market, Fish & Chips, etc)

04. Shopping!

We also take requests from incoming delegates of where they would like to visit as well. So don’t be shy to ask!

Community Service

Community service will be done with existing volunteering organisations such as Teddy Bear Hospital, Royal Chelsea Hospital or Raising and Giving (RAG).
London Attractions

Tower of London

Natural History Museum

British Museum

Jubilee Market Hall

Covent Garden
Oxford Street

Fish & Chips

Afternoon Tea

Buckingham Palace

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
Expectations

01 AMSEP UK along with the members of AMSA UK will make sure to provide an educational, culturally friendly, fun, and safe experience for any delegate who wishes to take part in an AMSEP with us.

02 If there are any pressing concerns or important requests, please let the AMSEP Officers know at least 5 weeks before the exchange.

03 Due to London being a tier 1 country, fees for an AMSEP is likely to be high (approximately 550 USD per delegate). This fee will allow us to pay for your accommodation, partial food subsidies, transport cards, and some selected activities. Any money left over will be returned to each delegate equally by cash.

04 The recommended minimum amount of money for each delegate to bring is 600 British Pounds (equating to an average spending of 86 pounds per day for a 7-day exchange).

05 AMSEP UK is currently not taking part in AMSEP ELECTIVE

Visa

Please check online via this link: https://www.gov.uk/check-uk-visa to see if you would need to get a Standard Visitor Visa.